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Deep cis-regulatory homology of the butterfly wing
pattern ground plan
Anyi Mazo-Vargas1,2*, Anna M. Langmüller3, Alexis Wilder2, Karin R. L. van der Burg1,
James J. Lewis1,4, Philipp W. Messer3, Linlin Zhang1,5, Arnaud Martin2, Robert D. Reed1*

Butterfly wing patterns derive from a deeply conserved developmental ground plan yet are diverse and evolve
rapidly. It is poorly understood how gene regulatory architectures can accommodate both deep homology
and adaptive change. To address this, we characterized the cis-regulatory evolution of the color pattern gene
WntA in nymphalid butterflies. Comparative assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing
(ATAC-seq) and in vivo deletions spanning 46 cis-regulatory elements across five species revealed deep
homology of ground plan–determining sequences, except in monarch butterflies. Furthermore, noncoding
deletions displayed both positive and negative regulatory effects that were often broad in nature. Our results
provide little support for models predicting rapid enhancer turnover and suggest that deeply ancestral,
multifunctional noncoding elements can underlie rapidly evolving trait systems.

T
rait evolution frequently occurs through
sequence divergence in noncoding re-
gions of the genome that control gene
expression (1). Few case studies, how-
ever, have characterized the history of

regulatory systems that underlie rapidly evolv-
ing traits (2). In this work, we performed com-
parative chromatin analyses and regulatory
knockouts of the butterfly wing pattern gene
WntA to investigate how trait homology is
reflected in regulatory sequences of a highly
diverse, continually adapting character sys-
tem. WntA encodes a signaling ligand that
induces major color pattern elements of the
butterfly wing pattern ground plan (3–6), and
WntAnoncoding variation underlies color pat-
tern adaptation inmultiple unrelated butterfly
species (4, 7). Thus, allelic variation at the
WntA locus underlies pattern variation at mi-
croevolutionary scales yet also explainsmacro-
evolutionary aspects of pattern divergence.
To characterize the cis-regulatory architec-

ture of the WntA [i.e., identities and locations
of regulating cis-regulatory elements (CREs)],
we first used Hi-C to infer the topologically
associating domain (TAD) of the WntA locus
in developing wings. Inside individual TADs,
CREs and genes preferentially interact with
each other (8). In imaginal discs of Junonia
coenia, when WntA is expressed (5), we iden-
tified a TAD that spans WntA and its two in-
tergenic regions (Fig. 1, A and B). The strongest
CRE-to-promoter interactions occurred just

upstream of the WntA promoter and across
its lengthy first intron. These data, coupled
with sequence association studies (7, 9), led
us to focus our functional screens for WntA
CREs on these regions.
We performed the assay for transposase-

accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-
seq) to profile chromatin accessibility in heads,
forewings, and hindwings from the last larval
instar of five nymphalids (Fig. 1C and fig. S1). By
comparing head and wing profiles, we iden-
tified regions showing wing-specific activity.
We next asked to what extent individual wing-
specific CREs are conserved or are lineage
specific. By overlapping the most conserved
sequences (Fig. 1C) with the differentially ac-
cessible chromatin regions, we observed that
69 to 88% of wing-specific CREs in the WntA
TAD were in areas with strong sequence con-
servation between the nymphaline, satyrine,
and heliconiine subfamilies. The exception was
the monarch butterfly, Danaus plexippus, for
which 70.6% of the ATAC-seq peaks were in
danaine-specific regions (fig. S2). Whereas the
nymphaline and heliconiine datasets high-
lighted both orthologous and novel CREs, most
wing-specific CREs were conserved within and
between these nymphalid subfamilies. By con-
trast, the sister group to the rest of the nym-
phalids, the Danainae clade showed a largely
lineage-specific repertoire of CREs (figs. S1 and
S2), consistentwith the divergentmode ofWntA
expression previously reported inmonarchs (6).
We functionally assessed regions containing

candidate WntA CREs using a CRISPR-Cas9
shotgun mosaic deletion approach (10), where
we injectedmultiple single-guideRNAs (sgRNAs)
tiled across open chromatin regions (Fig. 2A,
fig. S3, and tables S1 and S2). This approach
results in pattern mutant clones derived from
a spectrum of deletions of different lengths
and positions around candidate CREs. To iden-
tify regions that potentially play a role in
establishing the nymphalid ground plan, we

targetedwing-specific CREs conservedbetween
J. coenia andVanessa cardui—two species with
ancestral-like WntA-induced color patterns
(5, 6). We observed that most of our deletions
generated mutant clones affecting similar or
overlapping wing color pattern elements (fig.
S3 and data S1) (11) and also affected basal,
central, and distal pattern elements across both
wings (Fig. 2B and fig. S3). This high prevalence
of overlapping phenotypic effects is consistent
with the Hi-C data, which reveal physical inter-
actions across multiple CREs and the WntA
promoter (Fig. 1A) and support a model where
color patterns are determined by a spatially
distributed array of physically interacting non-
coding sequences.
This conserved WntA regulatory architec-

ture prompted us to investigate the role of
recently evolved sequences in pattern forma-
tion. To test this, we deleted a region centered
on CRE 24, which appears to be specific to
V. cardui. CRE 24 is not found in congener-
ics Vanessa tameamea or Vanessa atalanta
(which diverged ~10 to 15 million years ago)
(12) (fig. S4) or any other currently sequenced
butterfly. Deletion of this region caused the
reduction and/or loss of basal, central, and
marginal pattern elements (figs. S1 and S5),
thus demonstrating how even recently evolved
noncoding sequences can be integrated into
cis-regulatory networks.
Color pattern homologies ofHeliconius but-

terflies are a long-standing question (13, 14).
WntA specifies melanic patches in this genus
thatmay bederived from thenymphalid ground
plan (3, 6). We thus investigated to what degree
ancestral versus Heliconius-specific CREs de-
termine these patterns. ATAC-seq and compa-
rative sequence analysis showed a large number
of WntA CREs with deep sequence conserva-
tion between heliconiines and nymphalines
(Fig. 1C and fig. S1), including CREs required
for ground plan patterning in J. coenia and
V. cardui. We generated deletions centered
on five of these deeply conserved CREs in
Heliconius himera (figs. S3C and S4). Notably,
deletions spanning all five CREs, including on
opposite ends of the first intron, had similar
broad effects on melanic Heliconius wing pat-
terns (Fig. 2D) (11). Deletions spanning two
additional heliconiine-specific CREs revealed
similar, overlapping phenotypes (11). We con-
clude thatHeliconius WntA shares a conserved
cis-regulatory architecture with nymphaline
butterflies and that the highly derivedmimicry-
related color patterns of Heliconius appear to
share deep regulatory homology with the nym-
phalid ground plan.
It has been speculated that the color pat-

terns of basal heliconiines, which typically
show fragmented black, brown, and silver spots,
may represent an intermediate state bridging
the ancestral ground plan with the Heliconius
pattern archetype (13, 14).We tested this in the
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basal heliconiine Agraulis vanillae by produc-
ing deletions spanning the same regulatory re-
gions tested in H. himera (Fig. 2D) and several
additional heliconiine-specific CRE regions (fig.
S4). Again, we found similar results—deletions
of regulatory sequences across very different
regions of the first intron had overlapping ef-
fects distributed across allWntA-induced color
patterns (data S1) (11). This supports models
that heliconiine color patterns evolved through
simplification of the nymphalid ground plan
and suggests that this process occurred part-
ly through the tinkering of an ancestral cis-
regulatory apparatus.
We next examined D. plexippus, the mon-

arch butterfly—an exemplar of the nymphalid
subfamily Danainae—to investigate howdeeply
the cis-regulatory architecture described above
is conserved in nymphalids. Inmonarchs,WntA
shows distinctive vein-associated expression
patterns, and WntA knockouts cause the loss
of these patterns (6). These patterns are highly

derived and challenging to homologize with
the nymphalid ground plan (6). Overall, the
noncoding region of the monarchWntA locus
shares relatively little sequence similarity with
those of other nymphalids and shows a re-
duced number of ATAC-seq peaks (Fig. 1C),
most of which are in danaine-specific genomic
sequences (figs. S2 and S4). Although there are
a few orthologous CREs, including theWntA
promoter, most show no identifiable sequence
similarity with other nymphalids, which sug-
gests that they are independently derived or
that their sequences are so divergent that or-
thology is difficult to ascertain (15, 16). To test
thewing patterning function ofmonarch CREs,
we generatedmosaic deletions centered on six
danaine-specific CREs and one ancestrally con-
served CRE. Again, we found that even distantly
spaced regions had similar effects on WntA-
induced color patterns (Fig. 2E and data S1).
Thus, although many nymphalid wing pat-
terns appear to derive from a deeply conserved

regulatory architecture, there are also cases
where divergent regulatory sequences under-
lie lineage-specific patterns.
Previous work has shown thatWntA knock-

outs result in a highly specific loss of WntA-
expressing color patterns (3, 6). Our deletions
that phenocopy WntA coding knockouts (Fig.
2) validate the enhancer-like function of these
noncoding regions.However, wewere surprised
to observe expansions ofWntA-expressing color
patterns in severalmosaic deletion experiments
(data S1) (11). These expansions are phenocop-
ied by heparin injections, which enhance
WntA signaling during color pattern forma-
tion (5, 6, 17). Because deletion-induced color
pattern expansion accurately replicates WntA
gain-of-function effects, we speculate that some
regulatory deletions had a positive impact
onWntA transcription. These dual gain- and
loss-of-function effects are well illustrated in
A. vanillae, in which WntA is expressed in a
subset of silver and black spots (Fig. 3A). When
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Fig. 1. Deeply conserved
chromatin landscape of the
WntA regulatory region.
(A) Hi-C reveals abundant
chromatin interactions across
the upstream and first-intron
regions of WntA. Color intensity
corresponds to the contact
frequency per bin. (B) TAD
separation score. Black lines in
(A) depict TAD boundaries as
predicted by the TAD separa-
tion score. (C) Chromatin
accessibility tracks (ATAC-seq)
for each species sampled in this
study, with phylogenetic rela-
tionships shown. Orthologous
CREs assessed in this study are
in blue shadows connecting
different species, whereas
lineage-specific elements are
shown in gray; see figs. S1
and S4 for details. mya, million
years ago; Diff., differential.
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heparin is injected, the WntA-expressing silver
spots expand, whereas WntA-negative spots
melanize or disappear. WntA coding knock-
outs present the opposite results—WntA-
expressing silver spots disappear, whereas

WntA-negative spots extend (6). Both expan-
sion and reduction effects were observed in
many deletion clones (Fig. 3B) across all spe-
cies (fig. S6 and data S1). Our results show that
WntA regulatory sequences encode both pos-

itive and negative regulatory instructions for
color pattern formation.
The color pattern expansion and contrac-

tion phenotypes described above are present
inmosaic individuals that bear deletion alleles
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Fig. 2. In vivo mosaic deletions of WntA CREs reveal evolutionarily con-
served wing pattern development functions. (A) Shotgun deletion generates
butterflies that are mosaic for different deletion lengths. bp, base pair; WT, wild
type. (B) A J. coenia WntA null mutant shows loss of WntA-expressing color
pattern elements (left). This effect is phenocopied by the CRE 20 mosaic
knockout (mKO). (C) CRE 21 ortholog mKOs across nymphaline (J. coenia
and V. cardui) and heliconiine (A. vanillae) species illustrate deep evolutionary
conservation of wing pattern ground plan CREs. (D) CRE 7 ortholog mKOs

across nymphaline (V. cardui) and heliconiine (H. himera and A. vanillae)
species suggest that the highly divergent Heliconius wing patterns share
a deep regulatory architecture with the nymphalid ground plan. (E and
F) D. plexippus lineage-specific wing pattern CREs illustrated by CRE 8 (E)
and CRE 2 (F) mKOs. CL-WT refers to contralateral wings with mostly or
completely wild-type color patterns from the same individuals as the pictured
mKO phenotypes. Cyan arrowheads point to asymmetric color patterns.
Fw, forewing; Hw, hindwing.
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of different lengths (Fig. 2A). The mosaic
nature of the shotgun mutations, however,
limits our ability to make precise mechanistic
conclusions about the functions encoded
within individual CREs. Therefore, to link
specific color pattern effects to specific mutant

alleles, we in-crossed V. cardui G0 crispants to
generate F1’s and then in-crossed further to get
F2 germline mutants bearing deletions in CRE
23 (Fig. 3, E and F, and fig. S7). We confirmed
heterozygous and compound inheritance of
deletions within this single CRE (fig. S7), which

caused different color pattern changes exem-
plified by specific gain-of-function effects in
dorsal and ventral melanic subelements on
the forewings (Fig. 3, E and F). This allelic
series shows that small changes in a single
CRE are enough to cause localized phenotypic
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Fig. 3. Positive and negative regulatory activity is a characteristic of color
pattern regulation. (A) Heparin injections [gain-of-function (GOF), magenta] andWntA
knockouts [loss-of-function (LOF), green] in A. vanillae highlight the effects of experimental
manipulations of the WntA signaling axis. Expr., expression. (B) Mosaic shotgun
deletions ofWntA CRE 12 in A. vanillae variably result in expansion and contraction of
the anterior hindwing silver spots, consistent with a WntA LOF and GOF, respectively.

(C)Wild-typeV. cardui butterfly with closeup of ventralmiddle forewing region. (D) Heparin
injections in V. cardui illustrate the WntA GOF phenotype. (E and F) F1 (E) and F2 (F)
WntA CRE 23 deletion in V. cardui. Each individual represents a different combination of
deletion alleles (fig. S7). Cyan dots and dashed annotations show wing landmarks. The
“X”marks indicate an absence of pattern with respect to the wild-type phenotype.
Arrowheads point to the extension of melanic pigmentation. gRNA, guide RNA.
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changes (Fig. 3E) and illustrates the role of
negative, silencer-like regulatory directives
during patterning.
In testing the wing patterning functions of

many orthologous and lineage-specific regu-
latory regions across five different butterfly
species, we made several discoveries that re-
shape our understanding of the regulatory ar-
chitecture of morphological evolution. First, in
contrast to traditional models, most noncod-
ing deletions that we studied acted globally
across forewings and hindwings, often with-
out restriction to any specificWntA-expressing
color pattern elements. These broad effects
suggest an unexpected regulatory fragility to
wing patterning. Similar sensitivity to pertur-
bation was also observed for the Heliconius
color pattern gene optix (10) and may indicate
that these loci require the assembly of clusters
of CREs into transcriptional hubs to mediate
gene expression, consistent with emerging
superenhancer models (18–20). Second, many
deeply conserved wing pattern CREs are
shared between nymphalid butterflies. These
conserved elements control homologous ground
plan components as well as divergent color
patterns in species that evolved derivedmodes
of WntA expression. We propose that this
deep conservation reflects an ancestral reg-
ulatory homology that underlies the nym-
phalid ground plan. Third, noncoding regions
have the capacity to both promote and sup-
press WntA color patterns. Overall, the com-
bination of deep conservation and dense
functionality of WntA regulatory sequences
suggests a mode of evolution marked less by

the gain and loss of pattern-specific enhancers
andmore by nuancedmodification of an array
of deeply ancestral, multifunctional ground
plan sequences.
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The butterfly’s grand ground plan
In the 1920s, biologists proposed that butterfly wing pattern diversity evolved as variations of a ground plan of pattern
elements that vary in color, shape, and position between different species. Mazo-Vargas et al. found that major
aspects of this ground plan are determined by an ancient array of deeply conserved noncoding DNA sequences (see
the Perspective by Espeland and Podsiadlowski). These regulatory sequences can have both positive and negative
effects, and nuanced interactions between noncoding regions sculpt wing patterns. Deep homology of complex, rapidly
evolving traits can thus be reflected in noncoding genomic sequences. —LMZ and DJ
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